Visual discrimination learning and interhemispheric transfer in the cat, as affected by 6-hydroxydopamine.
Learning and interhemispheric transfer of visual flux, pattern and form discriminations were studied in the cat after selected exposure of one suprasylvian cortex to 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA). Biochemical assay using High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) two weeks after 6-OHDA revealed no discernible norepinephrine or dopamine in the treated cortex, but elevated concentrations of these transmitters in the cortex of the opposite hemisphere. Visual discriminations learned before treatment with 6-OHDA were retained at a high level using either the eye on the side of chemical lesion or the eye on the untreated side. An asymmetric deficit in learning new form discriminations was present, however, when the eye on the untreated side was used, in contrast to normal learning using the eye on the side of the hemisphere with depleted adrenergic nerve supply. Once learning was achieved using the lesioned hemisphere transfer of the engram was found to the untreated hemisphere. Thus, the unlesioned hemisphere was unable to learn normally using direct retinal input from the ipsilateral eye, but showed good capacity for learning using indirect visual input from the contralateral eye. This suggests a powerful influence of the callosum on the learning abilities of the two hemispheres, an influence proved by sectioning the callosum. Callosotomy resulted in a reversal of the discriminative capacities seen after 6-OHDA, i.e. the lesioned hemisphere was defective relative to the unlesioned hemisphere.